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So, Autumn is upon us and the days are getting shorter, and if you’re a
dog owner you know what that means; no more evening walks in daylight!
It’s especially important as a lot of us in West Norfolk live in rural areas
with no street lights or pavements to walk on, that you are visible while
out with the dog!
There are now many ways of making sure you and Fido can be seen, one
of the best ways is with a high vis vest, they may not be the most glamorous
of jackets but they certainly do a great the job. High vis coats are also
now available for dogs as well, and these are incredibly effective if you
have a dog with a dark coloured coat.
A torch is an absolute must, some dog leads are also now available with a
built in torch, arm bands and even dog collars are now available with built
in lights. Hats and head bands with
a built in torch can be really helpful
as they leave you with a free hand
when you have to do the picking up!
Rechargeable torches that sit in a
holder that plugs into a wall socket
are really useful, as you know the
torch is always ready to go when
you are.
Whatever you decide to use, please
just stay safe and remember Spring
time isn’t far away.
Carl Saunders - Branch Manager

At The Centre...
Well there is never a dull day at the
Centre! In the last few months we have
seen a real mix of hear t wrenching to
hear t melting cases.
Take the case of Daisy the Cavalier
King Charles Spaniel, she was found
in a field near Downham Market with
her hind leg caught in a snare trap,
and would you believe; snare traps are
NOT illegal! The vet estimated she
had been trapped for 3 or 4 days and
the leg was so emaciated it had to be
amputated. Daisy made an incredible
recovery and within a couple of days
was up and trotting around. So, that
par t of the story is horrible, the story
then takes it’s hear t warming turn,
as one of our volunteer dog walkers fell in love with Daisy and instantly said
she wanted to adopt her! Daisy is now living the dream with her new buddy
Monty - see pic above.

Then there’s Murphy... Murphy was
found tied to a lamp post in Heacham.
He had clearly been neglected for
many months or even more than a
year, its hard to say how long for certain. His coat was so badly matted
that he had to be almost scalped, to
get rid of it all - he looked like a sheep
that had been sheared!
The amazing thing about Murphy is his
temperament, he was most gentlest,
sweet natured dog you could ever wish
to meet. It’s no wonder we found him
a home within days!

Why Brown Hares need our Help
The Brown Hare is one of our best loved mammals.
There are books about them, paintings of them, they
are featured on greetings cards and even cushion
covers. We all love Hares.
If you are lucky enough to live in an area
where Hares are still plentiful, you will see
them as I do, especially early in the year
dancing and playing across the empty fields,
boxing and chasing, a joy to observe.
Their young are born in early spring on open
ground, but very well hidden. The young Leverets
grow up enjoying plenty of cover, along open
fields through the spring and summer.
In the autumn when the crops are harvested
and the fields are bare and open, the Hare
becomes vulnerable in many ways.
In 2004 the hunting act was passed through
Parliament making all bloodsports illegal.
However this does not stop some people breaking
the law. Hare hunters and Hare coursers will
stop at nothing to pursue their cruel activities,
even the risk of prosecution. Hares spend their lives above ground so cannot seek refuge when
chased. A good coursing dog is highly prized, some can be worth several thousands of pounds.
Punters will travel miles to attend and to watch this barbaric practice and to place their bets.
Two dogs are chosen, usually fast running Lurchers or Greyhounds. Bets are placed on which
of the two dogs will be the quickest to turn and catch the Hare. If both dogs take hold together
the Hare becomes a living rope in a brutal tug-of-war between two dogs. It is unbelievable
that anyone could watch this, but they do!
LACS League against cruel sports, is Britain’s leading charity that works to stop animals
being persecuted, abused and killed for sport. They state that there has been an 80% decline
in the Brown Hare populations since the late 1880s. Modern farming practices have contributed
to this, but hunting and coursing also has a significant impact. The Brown Hare is listed as a
conservation priority in the U.K.’s biodiversity action plan so we do need to protect Hares, as
they are vulnerable. We need to keep them safe.
This is a worrying time for rescue centres as we are often asked to take in Lurchers, some in
very poor condition and surplus to the coursing fraternity, some are injured from an altercation
with another coursing dog, all caught up in wire, fractured legs and broken teeth. We have seen
all of these injuries and more at the RSPCA Eau Brink. We nurse these animals back to health
often footing a large veterinary bill, ever vigilant too, in case their owners try to claim or steal
them back.
The Hares are the victims and we must be vigilant and report Hare coursing whenever we see
or hear of it. The Lurchers and Greyhounds are victims too.
They have beautiful temperaments and away from their coursing backgrounds make devoted
and loving companions. We have many through our centre doors they are a joy to care for. When
you look into their eyes you know they are so grateful to have been rescued and kept safe.
How to report Hare coursing ;
Police wildlife crime line on; 101
Crimestoppers 0800 551 111
Lincolnshire police are asking people to call 999 if they see Hare coursing taking place.

Seasonal Canine Illness
Beautiful colours of the autumn season
will entice most of us to take a walk
through the woods with our dog.
We need to be aware, however, of the
small risk, of SCI (Seasonal Canine
Illness) known to occur 24-72 hours
after walking in some woodland areas.
First reported in 2010, SCI still has no
proven cause or cure. More than 300 cases
have been reported to the Animal Health
Trust study with 16 deaths. Researchers at
Animal Health Trust in Kentford, Suffolk
said they now believed previous possible
sources, such as fungi, algae or agricultural chemicals, were unlikely. Attention was
now focused on harvest mites, which many
ill dogs had been bitten by.
Vets admit many more cases are likely
to h ave gone u n re c o rd e d . SCI h a s
de cli n e d significantly since the first case in 2010 however, at this stage, there is
no known cause and so are only able to offer supportive care, as appropriate, is likely
to ensure a successful recovery.
Symptoms of CSI include mainly vomiting and diarrhoea with abdominal pain
and loss of appetite. If these symptoms get worse or persist over a number of
hou r s, they c a n re s u l t i n dehyd ra tion , mu s cle tremor s, com a , rapid
u ncon s ciou sne ss and in some rare cases, death.
Treatment will usually involve intravenous fluid therapy to rehydrate and
correct electrolyte imbalances, anti-emetics and gastric protectants.
So, when out on your autumnal walk, be aware of the signs and act promptly
if your dog falls ill. Do be organised with contact details of a local vet if you
are away from home.
Carrie Blyth MRCVS
Primary Veterinarian
The Grove Hospital (Fakenham, Dereham, Swaffham)

Guy Fawkes & Halloween...
both can be scary!
As we make our way into Autumn it is important that we think about Bonfire Night
& Halloween. Obviously these nights bring
lots of joy to many people and they are fun
nights for all. However we must think about
the safety of our pets and the surrounding
wildlife during these two nights.
For our pets it can be a very difficult night
causing lots of anxiety. This can be from the
constant bangs from the fireworks, the actual
sight of the fireworks, or the noise from the
neighbourhood and trick or treaters at your
door. The best thing you can do is be there
for your pets if they find this stressful, making sure you are creating as much of a calm
environment as possible. T h e r e a r e a l s o
d i f f u s e r s yo u c a n buy for you r home s uch a s Pe t Reme dy or Ad a p t i l
th a t p l u g i n a n d mimic naturally occurring pheromones to help settle your
animals.
With regards to Halloween, if your pet doesn’t like people coming to your door
causing them to get anxious, you could set up some sweets outside your door. You
can create a sign telling trick or treaters to help themselves meaning they won’t
keep ringing your doorbell or knocking on your door.
Now looking towards our wildlife and how we can help them during this scary
time of year. As soon as possible try setting up some wildlife friendly homes away
from your Bonfire, such as small ponds for the amphibians, hedgehog houses and
birdboxes to encourage them to go to those places rather than your Bonfire setting. It’s also a good idea to build your Bonfire on the day rather than leaving it
for a few days or weeks to entice little furries into exploring. You could also add
some chicken wire to prevent wildlife from wandering into the bonfire area. Aim
for around 1m high to maximise its effectiveness and keep the wildlife wanderers
safe from harm.
All in all we want everyone to enjoy the festivities, but always keep a close eye on
the habitat and your beloved pets.

Hedgehogs in your garden?
OK so, at the Rehoming Centre we don’t
take in Hedgehogs, but we wanted to give
a bit of shout out for this gorgeous little
creature - come on, who doesn’t love to
see them in the garden!
Hedgehogs are a gardener’s friend, as they
eat beetles, caterpillars, worms and other
invertebrates; What’s not to like. You can
supplement a hedgehog’s natural diet by
leaving out food and fresh water, it’s a great
way to encourage local hogs into your
garden. Leave out foods like tinned dog
or cat food (no Fish based foods) and cat
biscuits or crushed dog biscuits. Good quality,
meaty specialist hedgehog food can be
bought from wildlife food suppliers. Never
feed hedgehogs milk as it can cause
diarrhoea; instead provide plain, fresh
water in a shallow bowl. Bread should
also be avoided as it’s low in nutrients.
Remember to check the food and water
bowls each day to top them up with fresh
water and food, and remove any food that hasn’t been eaten. Always clean the
dishes outside (not in the kitchen) every day with hot soapy water and rinse well.
This will help to reduce the risks of spreading disease between different hedgehogs
that might eat from the same dish.
Here are some Hedgehog-friendly gardening tips:
• Hedgehogs can easily fall into uncovered drains or holes in your garden. Cover
holes or check them every day to make sure no hedgehogs have become trapped.
• Place bricks or stones at the side of ponds, or create a sloped edge on part of
the pond to give hedgehogs a way to climb out if they fall in.
• Check for hedgehogs before using strimmers or mowers, particularly under
hedges where they might be resting during the day. If you’re forking over a compost
heap, these should also be checked first for any nesting hogs.
• Following on from our previous item about Guy Fawkes... Always thoroughly
disturb bonfires immediately before you light them, as there could be hedgehogs
nesting or hiding inside. Moving the whole bonfire by hand immediately before
setting it alight is the best way of ensuring that hedgehogs and other wildlife
are not sleeping in there.
• Slug pellets and pesticides can poison hedgehogs and should only be used as a
last resort. Instead, try using one of many natural alternatives, like sprinkling
crushed eggshells or coffee grounds around the plants you need to protect.
Hedgehog numbers are declining, some figures estimate a 50% decline in the last
twenty years. We all love, them so lets encourage them into our gardens and do
our little bit to help these little creatures thrive, wherever we can!

Which Beaches can we walk?
Norfolk has some of the best dog friendly
beaches in the UK; on some of the Norfolk
beaches the tide goes out for miles, allowing
you to enjoy beautiful swathes of sand with
huge skies, unique to Norfolk. What a fantastic place to walk your dog!
Looking for the best dog friendly beaches
in Norfolk can be a difficult process, so
here’s list to help you quickly discover
which beaches in West Norfolk are the dog
friendly beaches.
• Snettisham: If your dog likes mud... at
low tide this is the place for you. If you
head towards the RSPB area you will
have to keep your dog on the lead.
• Heacham - North & South: The south
beach is a lovely sandy area and the
north has a promenade, so that is quite
an easy area to walk.
• Hunstanton: This isn’t one of the best
beaches for dogs, however, if your dog
isn’t suited to sand then the prom is just for you.
• Old Hunstanton: This is a huge contrast to Hunstanton, it has a gorgeous sandy
beach, which starts at the west where you will find the stunning sedimentary
cliffs, showing amazing layers of sandstone and chalk.
• Holme-next-the-Sea: This really is a hidden gem, it boarders the RSPB reserve
and large areas are cordoned off at times. Seek it out you won’t be disappointed
• Thornham: If you’re the type that wants to start or end at a pub and are happy for
a long walk, this is the place for you. You can start at the Thornham Lifeboat
and walk down the beach road (at the time of writing its closed to cars), when
you reach the Coal Shed, turn left and follow the raised pathway through the
marshes, the views from here are amazing and at the end you have a stunning
almost deserted beach as your reward.
• Brancaster: This has to be one of the most popular dog walking beaches in
our area, and it doesn’t disappoint. However, don’t expect it to be empty unless you are there at the beginning or the very end of the day.
• Burnham Overy Staithe: Another hidden gem worth seeking out, again with a
raised pathway through the marshes. This walk ends at Gun Hill, and because of
the creek you can only walk east and this beach then becomes Holkham beach.
• Holkham: This again is a very popular dog walking beach, but please remember
this is a National Nature Reserve, and areas are likely to be cordoned off please
respect these and if the signs are up asking to keep dogs on lead; you must.
Another beauty here is the pine-woods back drop, good shelter from the weather
• Wells-next-the-Sea: The area adjacent to the lifeboat house is not open to dogs!
Please observe the signs. This is a lovely sandy beach with a colourful backdrop
of the beach huts.

